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ABSTRACT: Designing for natural ventilation became permissible in a vastly increased range of 
climate zones in 2004 with the incorporation of an adaptive model into ASHRAE’s comfort standard 
(Std 55-2004). This mainstreaming of adaptive comfort was further reinforced with the introduction in 
2007 of a European standard (EN 15251) that closely followed the ASHRAE 55-2004 precedent. 
Despite its broad international acceptance, there remains a gap in the fundamental theoretical 
underpinnings of the adaptive comfort approach. The biggest question left begging is: “How can a 
single set of thermal environmental conditions deemed unacceptable in a conventional HVAC setting 
be regarded as acceptable and even pleasant in a naturally ventilated setting?” A related question is 
directed specifically at the role of air movement: “How can a single level of air speed be experienced 
as an unpleasant draft under one set of conditions, and yet induce pleasant sensations under different 
thermal conditions?" In this paper the physiological phenomenon of alliesthesia is applied to the 
specific context of thermal comfort to provide a deeper understanding of why adaptive comfort actually 
works in naturally ventilated situations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As the enormity of greenhouse gas emissions attributable to HVAC in buildings has become clear in recent years, we 
have witnessed the rehabilitation of natural ventilation as a valid architectural solution to the provision of thermal 
comfort. Resulting from that trend is a need to more fully understand the perceptual processes operating at the 
interface between moving air and the human body.  While we have many tools and models that pragmatically 
describe the dependence of subjective discomfort, draft sensation, or comfort (breeze sensation) on various airflow 
characteristics such as temperature, speed, flow direction and turbulence intensity, we still have no overarching 
conceptual framework to answer the question – why?  This paper proposes such a model by linking the physiological 
concept of alliesthesia with our detailed knowledge about cutaneous thermoreceptors. By making that connection the 
paper aims to explain the simple pleasure that we derive from effective natural ventilation, particularly in warm 
climates.  

The adaptive model of comfort tells us that warm indoor climates that would be regarded as uncomfortable in an air 
conditioned building, are actually acceptable to the occupants of naturally ventilated buildings. This basic 
generalisation is clearly demonstrated in the graph of observed comfort temperatures vis-à-vis outdoor temperature, 
seen in Figure 1. Both American (ASHRAE 55-2004) and European (EN/DIN 15251-2008) standards organizations 
now have adaptive models written into them and an important effect of this development is that much warmer indoor 
temperatures are permitted in naturally ventilated premises located in warmer climates than is the case under the 
conventional comfort guidelines (ISO7730 1994). 

Centrally-controlled  HVAC buildings Naturally ventilated buildings 

  

  
Source: de Dear and Brager, 2002. 

Figure 1: The stronger dependence of indoor comfort temperatures in naturally ventilated buildings on the 
prevailing temperatures outside the building can’t be explained in terms of classical comfort theory (PMV). 
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For example, the recently completed green flagship Federal Building in San Francisco deploys a number of 
innovative technologies, including an integrated custom window wall, thermal mass storage, and active sun shading 
devices to regulate internal thermal environmental conditions within the de Dear and Brager (2001) adaptive model’s 
seasonally adjusted comfort ranges. In the initial design stage for that building, San Francisco’s Typical Mean Year 
(TMY) of meteorological data was used to calculate ranges of acceptable indoor temperature using the adaptive 
model. The building’s design was then iterated through a thermal simulation process using “EnergyPlus” (Crawley et 
al., 2000) until its predicted indoor temperatures fell within the adaptive comfort ranges for each month of the TMY 
composite weather year (McConahy et al., 2002).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              Source: www.structurae.de  Nicolas Janberg. 

Figure 2: San Francisco Federal Building. 

The final design resulting from that process, as seen in Figure 2, would not meet the conventional “Class A” comfort 
specifications such as ISO 7730 (Arens et al., 2009).  If “Grade A” specifications were used during the design 
process the building would have inevitably included mechanical air conditioning and a sealed façade. But because of 
the more relaxed comfort temperature ranges permitted by adaptive comfort standards in ASHRAE 55-2004 for 
naturally ventilated buildings, it was possible take advantage of San Francisco’s favourable climatic conditions. In 
particular, the strong winds prevailing from the west-northwest during September, the hottest month in the TRY file, 
are used to (a) provide thermal comfort of the occupants in warm indoor temperatures, and (b) provide sufficient 
nocturnal cooling of structural mass to maintain temperatures within acceptable adaptive ranges during occupied 
hours. 

Apart from dramatically reduced energy consumption in naturally ventilated buildings, there are several other co-
benefits, including: 

• Greater availability of daylight resulting from the narrow floorplate necessitated by cross-flow ventilation, 

• reduced greenhouse gas emissions by avoiding mechanical cooling and minimising electrical lighting,  

• reduced thermal boredom for the occupants i.e. improved productivity (Leaman and Bordass, 1993),  

• fewer health issues (building related illness), 

• negligible risk of sick building syndrome, reduced absenteeism resulting from improved health of occupants. 

While the benefits of shifting towards an adaptive model have become widely appreciated, the theoretical 
underpinnings of the model remain less than coherent.  In their original papers proposing ASHRAE’s adaptive 
comfort standard, de Dear and Brager (2001) tested various heat-balance hypotheses to account for the significantly 
different comfort temperatures observed between naturally ventilated and air conditioned buildings, as depicted by 
the  PMV-predicted comfort function in Figure 1.  

As noted in the right-hand panel of Figure 1,  large discrepancies were observed in naturally ventilated buildings 
between what the PMV model was predicting should be the comfortable temperature (on the basis of clothing, met 
rate, air speeds, humidity, and radiant temperature), and what was actually observed in those buildings based on 
instrumental indoor climate assessments and concurrent comfort questionnaires.  The discrepancies were most 
notable in the colder and warmer climates (arranged on the x-axis), so de Dear and Brager (2001) hypothesised that 
it was the occupants’ climatically-dependent expectations that were the cause. It was suggested that the occupants’ 
“thermal comfort set-point” was not universally constant as assumed in PMV, but instead it adapts upwards for 
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people living in warm climates, and downwards in colder climates. Hence the comfort zone itself was flexible, 
depending on the weather, seasonal and climatic context outside the naturally ventilated buildings. 

The comfort expectation hypothesis has been a useful tool since it was initially published ten years ago, but there still 
remain some questions surrounding the actual mechanisms that allow people to feel comfortable in conditions that 
classic comfort theory (PMV) insists should be uncomfortable.  Since the adaptive model is finding much more 
application in warm to hot climate zones than at the colder end of the spectrum, the remainder of this paper explores 
possible physiological and perceptual mechanisms that more fully explain these findings, particularly in warm 
climates. 

Alliesthesia 
In a landmark paper on the physiological role of  pleasure, Cabanac (1971) coined the term “alliesthesia” to describe 
the phenomenon whereby a given stimulus can induce either a pleasant, or unpleasant  
sensation, depending on the subject’s internal state.  Alliesthesia is central to negative regulatory feedback systems 
within the body, such as hunger, thirst or thermoregulation.  In such homeostatic systems there is a regulated 
variable within the milieu interieur. Whenever that variable is displaced from its set-point, external environmental 
stimuli that promise to reduce that displacement will be experienced by the subject as pleasant. For example, if the 
subject is dehydrated, water will taste particularly pleasant, but once the subject has been rehydrated, their thirst for, 
and apparent pleasantness of water is diminished. Food never tastes better than on an empty stomach. Upon 
satiation however, palatable foods turn unpleasant (negative alliesthesia). But when hunger returns again these same 
stimuli become palatable again (positive alliesthesia). To summarise, any environmental stimulus that is likely to 
restore the controlled variable within the milieu interieur to its set-point will be perceived as pleasant (positive 
alliesthesia), while any stimulus that enlarges the error between the controlled variable and its set-point will be 
perceived as distinctly unpleasant, or even noxious in more extreme cases (negative alliesthesia). The wisdom of the 
body leads us to seek pleasant stimuli and avoid unpleasant ones, both biologically useful (i.e. homeostatic) 
behaviours. 

The magnitude of alliesthesia seems to be a function of the load-error between the controlled variable and its set-
point. Apparent pleasantness (or unpleasantness) of a stimulus seems to depend on the size of the load-error 
between the controlled variable and its set-point. For example. What appears as a mildly pleasant drink to a slightly 
thirsty subject would be much more intensely pleasant if the subject was very dehydrated.   

Cabanac (1992) noted that “A hypothermic subject will report pleasure when stimulated with moderate heat, and 
displeasure with cold. The opposite takes place in a hyperthermic subject. Pleasure is actually observable only in 
transient states, when the stimulus helps the subject to return to normothermia. As soon as the subject returns to 
normothermia, all stimuli lose their strong pleasure component and tend to become indifferent. Sensory pleasure and 
displeasure thus appear especially suited to being a good guide for thermoregulatory behavior.”   

But this paper is focused on the comfort zone rather than thermal extremes of hyper- or hypo-thermia, and before we 
can proceed with the aims of this paper we need to differentiate the descriptive dimension of thermal experience from 
the affective or hedonic (like or dislike).   

Sensation     ⇒    descriptive (magnitude and sign) 

Comfort       ⇒    affective (pleasantness, hedonic tone) 

The term “affect” is slowly being replaced in the psychology literature by “hedonic” but “pleasantness” is probably 
more appropriate than either because it handles both negative (dislike) and positive (like) signs. Pleasantness 
describes the quality of a pleasant cause, such as a “pleasant breeze.”  It is possible to share with others the cause 
of ones pleasure (e.g. the air motion), but we’re never sure that they share the pleasure aroused; “One man’s breeze 
is another man’s draft.” The antonyms of pleasure, pleasant, and pleasantness are displeasure, unpleasant, and 
unpleasantness. Pleasure and displeasure merge into neutral indifference in the centre, along an affective or 
pleasure gradient from extremely negative (distress), to extremely positive (delight) (Cabanac, 1992).  

In some ways the distinction between thermal sensation and thermal comfort resembles the psychologists’ dichotomy 
between sensation and perception (Cabanac, 1992).  Sensation is regarded as the detection of a stimulus in the 
environment, whereas perception refers to the way in which we interpret that information. Perception is the more 
complex process in which the sensation about some quality of, or change in the environment, is interpreted or given 
meaning for the subject. Perception involves some sort of cognitive post-processing of the raw sensory inputs.   But 
in this discussion of thermal alliesthesia, the post-processing is not so much cognitive as physiological – referenced 
to the state of the milieu interieur.  

Where does classic comfort theory (PMV) fit in all of this?  Since it relies on the seven-point scale of sensation PMV 
is confined within the descriptive dimension, devoid of hedonic tone.  By registering a PMV score of zero, a given 
combination of thermal environmental parameters is expected to evoke a neutral whole-body thermal sensation – 
neither warm nor cool.  But this says nothing about whether the occupants are going to actually like it.  Like or dislike 
falls within the hedonic (comfort) dimension.   

What are the signals driving sensation and are they different to those driving comfort?  The schematic of neural 
inputs of thermal perception depicted in Figure 3 shows thermal sensations, both cool and warm, are primary driven 
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by cutaneous thermoreceptors, whereas perception of thermal comfort seems to depend on a composite of 
thermoreceptor inputs, both central and peripheral, as well as the neural drives for thermoregulation (load-error 
signals that are proportional to the displacement of the controlled variable from its set-point), along with the effector 
actions themselves (i.e vasoconstriction in cold and sweating in warm environments respectively).   On the basis of 
these neural pathways, thermal comfort, as opposed to sensation, would seem an ideal candidate for alliesthesia. 

 

Source: After: Hardy et al., 1971 and Hensel, 1981 
Figure 3: Neural inputs to thermal comfort. 

Cutaneous Thermoreceptors 
Thermosensitive nerve endings in skin tissue, or thermoreceptors, are key to this discussion of thermal alliesthesia 
since they provide the external sensory data for comparison against the milieu interieur set-point. The rate of 
discharge of many peripheral sensors, not just cutaneous thermoreceptors, is time dependent. In other words, their 
firing frequency is a derivative of time: 

Firing rate =  

This dynamic sensitivity of the sensor is transferred to sensation. It amplifies the sensation of directional gradients, 
and drives anticipating regulatory responses.  The dynamic sensitivity of cutaneous thermoreceptors is illustrated 
Figure 4.  In that hypothetical experiment, skin is initially maintained at a cool temperature (T1) and the static (steady) 
discharge rate from cold receptors is greater than that from the warm receptors under the same condition.  The skin 
is then exposed to a temperature up-step (T2) and the output from warm receptors shows a sudden spike in 
response to the sudden increase in ∂T/d∂. Once equilibrated to T2 the warm receptors continue to show a higher 
output frequency than the cold counterparts due to the enhanced static output of warm receptors under warm 
conditions. When skin temperature is brought back down to T1, there is a sudden spike in cold receptor output 
(dynamic sensitivity) which decays back towards to the static or equilibrium discharge frequency after a few minutes. 
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Source: Hensel, 1981. 
Figure 4: Cutaneous thermoreceptor firing rate under transient stimulation 

De Dear et al. (1993) examined the implications of these thermoreceptor characteristics for whole body comfort by 
subjecting human subjects to temperature step changes of the size experienced when entering or leaving a 
conditioned building.  Twelve college-age subjects equilibrated for 90 minutes in one climate chamber and then 
moved into an adjacent chamber for an additional 90 minutes where temperature differed from the first by a up to 
eight degrees. Subjects rated their whole-body thermal sensations at minute intervals for the first five minutes 
immediately after the transition. Immediate thermal sensations resulting from the up-steps in temperature closely 
resembled their final steady-state responses to the warmer chamber, but initial impressions of temperature down-
steps were typically twice the magnitude of the up-step counterparts, but the cold overshoot lasted only for a few 
minutes. Short duration comfort overshoot for sudden cooling was also observed in Arens et al.’s experiments on 
local, as opposed to global thermal transients.  This heightened  sensitivity to cool temperature transients was 
accurately simulated by de Dear et al. (1993) using a simple numerical model of heat transfer through cutaneous 
tissue by placement of the cold thermoreceptors less half the distance from skin surface as the warm receptors, as 
described in Hensel’s definitive review of thermoreception (1981).    

Turbulence in Ventilation Airflow 
Air flow, particularly in natural ventilation as opposed to mechanically driven air movement, is characterised by a 
mean speed and turbulence, instantaneous speed fluctuations around the mean, constituting turbulence.  The 
parameter of turbulence intensity (stdev/mean) has long been implicated in human thermal comfort/discomfort. In 
particular, it was one of the main input parameters to Fangers et al.’s draft risk model (1988).  A plausible hypothesis 
linking air flow turbulence at frequencies typically found in indoor environments is that each instantaneous increase in 
speed (see Figure 5)  momentarily stimulates the cold cutaneous thermoreceptors. Because they are located much 
closer to the skin surface than their warm receptor counterparts, the aggregate neural output from both warm and 
cold receptors when skin is exposed to turbulent flow is more heavily weighted towards the cold.  That is, the 
cumulative receptor output from the cold receptors for all the speed increases outweighs the dynamic outputs from 
warm receptors in response to all the speed decreases. Because the amplitude of the thermal transients diminishes 
as it propagates from the superficially located cold receptors towards the deeper warm receptors.  

 

Figure 5: Typical indoor air speed fluctuations, highlighting accelerations that would excite the dynamic 
discharge capability of cold cutaneous thermoreceptors. 

The observation that cold receptors are closer to the skin surface than warm receptors explains why draft represents 
an unpleasant stimulus (negative alliesthesia) in cold environments whereas the same level of air movement is 
perceived as pleasant (positive alliesthesia) in warm environments. It also renders illogical the notion of draft in warm 
environments, which accounts for the widely reported inadequacy of the Fanger et al., Draft Risk (DR) at explaining 
air movement preferences of occupants warm environments.   

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

As noted by Arens et al., (2006) “… people perceived neutral conditions as comfortable, but not as ‘‘very 
comfortable’’. The ‘‘very comfortable’’ votes happened only in asymmetrical environments, when the local 
cooling/heating helps remove some level of whole body thermal stress, and/or during transients, in which comfort 
perception anticipates and overshoots the coincident skin temperature. These results suggest a possible new 
perspective on environmental asymmetries and transients, where one might encourage them rather than to avoid 
them as sources of discomfort. It might be feasible to achieve higher levels of thermal comfort or pleasure than are 
currently possible, through appropriately designed asymmetrical and transient thermal environments” (Arens, et al., 
2006, p.66). Those statements were applied to the situation of thermal transients, warming and cooling of face and 
hands, but they seem to be equally relevant to circumstances of elevated indoor air velocities in warmer-than-neutral 
environments, as occur in naturally ventilated buildings located in warm and hot climates.   
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An isothermal air-conditioned indoor climate compliant with Fanger’s HVAC mantra – cool, dry and still – can at best 
be perceived by its occupants as “neutral.”  Lisa Heschong’s  desideratum, thermal delight, remains to this day 
elusive to the HVAC engineer. To create thermal environments with positive hedonic tone, i.e thermal comfort or 
even better, thermal delight, we need to understand allesthesia, hence the subtitle of this paper “the pleasure 
principle.”  Exploitation of air motion indoors, through purposive natural ventilation through the building’s fenestration, 
perhaps augmented with fans, offers designer a significantly lower energy solution than brute-force, sealed façade air 
conditioning. In Heschong’s own words; “A parallel might be drawn to the provision of our nutrition needs. Food is as 
basic to our survival as is our thermal environment… It is … theoretically possible to provide all of our nutritional 
needs with a few pills and injections. However … no one would overlook the fact that it also plays a profound role in 
the cultural life of people. A few tubes of an astronaut’s nutritious goop are no substitute for a gourmet meal… The 
are disconnected from all the customs that have developed around eating… The thermal environment also has the 
potential for such sensuality, cultural roles, and symbolism that need not, indeed should not be designed out of 
existence in the name of a thermally neutral world”  (Heschong, 1979, p.17).  
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